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 Recmio Receiver
Insta l lat ion and user ’s  instruct ions



1. Product conformity
The 271/2 and 271/2/868 receivers are CE marked products. DEA System 

ensures product conformity with European Directives: 2006/95/CE “low voltage 
electrical appliances”, 2004/108/CE “electromagnetic compatibility”. DEA System 
also provides quality and compliance with Directive 2002/95/ EC (RoHS) of the 
materials used for the assembly of the product. The declaration of conformity may 
be consulted on the website “http://www.deasystem.com.”

2. Hazards and warnings
Read the instructions provided before performing any operation.

ATTENTION   Any installation, maintenance, cleaning or repair operations on the 

with the power supply disconnected and scrupulously follow all regulations in force 
in the country of installation regarding electrical plants.

3. Product description
Radio receivers art. 271 (two-channel with terminal board) can be used with all 
DEA System radio controls with 433.92 MHz or 868 MHz code. The type of code is 
selected via a jumper positioned on the board.
Remember that, by using the receiver in “customised rolling code” mode, it is pos -
sible to customise installation by introducing an installer code and a system code; 
without which it will not be possible to intervene on the same.

4. Technical features

271/2 271/2/868
Type of connection Terminal board
Power supply 2 V  / 24 V ~/  selectable
Frequency 433,92 MHz 868 MHz

Type of compatible codes HCS customised rolling-code, HCS rolling-code

Number of channels 2
Switch capacity 0,5A / 30V 
Storable radio controls 1000
Operating temperature -20°C ÷ 50°C

5. Assembly instructions

ATTENTION   The 271/2 radio receivers must be inside boxes, (art. Box, to 
whose user manual reference must be made for all information relative to this 
application), or in other boxes as long as a suitable protection rating is guaranteed.

6. Operation
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1 Power supply earth 7 Channel 2 normally open switch

2 + power supply 8 Antenna earth

3 Channel 1 normally open 
switch 9 Antenna signal

4 Channel 1 normally closed 
switch ACB Selection of radio controls code

5 Common channel 1 P1 - Pressed for reset;
- Touch for self-learning

6 Common channel 2 SW1 Selection of power supply voltage:
open = 24V ~/ ; closed = 12V 

The table that follows lists the various receiver operating modes, with reference to 
the type of radio control that can be used.
In all cases, it is advised to also consult the user instructions of the radio controls 

and “customised rolling code” systems.

Code Jumper Position

Dip switch
BCA

BCA

HCS complete and customised rolling code
CA B

6.1 Self-learning of the radio controls for standard systems
1.  

the ACB jumper as indicated in the table.
2.  Press button P1 and hold it down until both LEDs on the receiver switch o� to 

3.  Press button P1 once, the LED will switch on( * ):
 - 
 - 
Note:   Press key P1 once to change the channel from 1 to 2 and vice versa.
4.  Press the key that you would like to couple with channel 1 (or channel 2) of the 

the key has been learned.
5.  Before the LED switches o�, go back to point 4 to learn any other radio controls.
6.  Wait for the LED to switch o�. Learning concluded.
*  If rolling code radio controls are being used, any successive learning 
openings can take place by pressing the hidden key of a radio control already 
learned without operating on the button on the board. To do this, hold down the 
hidden key for 3 seconds for learning on channel 1 or 6 seconds for channel 2.

6.2 Self-learning of the radio controls for “customised rolling code” systems
The customisation of a radio system consists in the use of radio controls with a cu -
stomised “installer code” and eventually a “system code”, which are then transfer -

the receiver only if customised with the same codes. In this way, it is not possible 
to intervene on the system unless you have the relative system and installer codes 
with which customisation was performed.
Follow this procedure for learning on the receiver:

First learning:
1.  Remove the code selection ACB jumper (complete/customised rolling-code 

mode).
2.  Press button P1 and hold it down until both LEDs on the receiver switch o� to 

3.  
 - 
 - 
Note:   Press key P1 once to change the channel from 1 to 2 and vice versa.
4.  

5.  Press the key that you would like to couple with channel 1 (or channel 2) of the 

the key has been learned.
6.  Before the LED switches o�, go back to point 5 to learn any other radio controls.
7.  Wait for the LED to switch o�. Learning concluded.

Successive learnings from the receiver:
1.  Press button P1 once, the LED will switch on:
 - 
 - 
Note:   Press key P1 once to change the channel from 1 to 2 and vice versa.
2.  Press the key that you would like to couple with channel 1 (or channel 2) of the 

the key has been learned.
3.  Before the LED switches o�, go back to point 2 to learn any other radio controls.
4.  Wait for the LED to switch o�. Learning concluded.

Successive learnings from the radio control:
1.  Press the hidden button of a radio control already learned:
 - 3 seconds and release = receiver self-learning on channel 1;
 - 6 seconds and release = receiver self-learning on channel 2;
Note:   If you want to change channel once a learning channel has been entered, 
wait 10 seconds and repeat the operation.
2.  Press the key to be coupled to the learning channel.
3.  Press the keys of any other radio controls to be learned within 10 seconds.
4.  Wait 10 seconds. Learning concluded.
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